Tick the correct type of sentence.

What a great day we had at the zoo!

☐ exclamation
☐ command

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

quiet ____________________________
slow ____________________________

Match these words to their opposites:

happy  uneven
kind  unhappy
even  unkind

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

I will ________ on the chair.
sitting  sit  sat

Write a word with an apostrophe to show who this could belong to.

__________________________

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

rood ____________________________
dnif ____________________________
tsom ____________________________
Tick the correct type of sentence.

- What a great day we had at the zoo!
  - exclamation
  - command

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

- quiet quietly
- slow slowly

Match these words to their opposites:

- happy
- uneven
- kind
- unhappy
- even
- unkind

I will ________ on the chair.

- sitting
- sit
- sat

I will sit on the chair.

Write a word with an apostrophe to show who this could belong to.

Answers will vary.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

- rood
door
do
do
do
- dnif
find
find
find
find
- tsom
most
most
most
most
most
most
Tick the correct type of sentence.

What a great day we had at the zoo!

☐ exclamation
☐ command
☐ question

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

quiet __________________________
slow __________________________
huge __________________________

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

happy __________________________
kind __________________________
even __________________________

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

I will __________ on the chair over there.

sitting sit sat

Explain who this might belong to in two words, one must have an apostrophe.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

dnim __________________________
dlo __________________________
dlog __________________________
htap __________________________
Tick the correct type of sentence.
What a great day we had at the zoo!

- exclamation
- command
- question

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

- quiet quietly
- slow slowly
- huge hugely

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

- happy unhappy
- kind unkind
- even uneven

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

I will ___________ on the chair over there.

- sitting
- sit
- sat

I will sit on the chair over there.

Explain who this might belong to in two words, one must have an apostrophe.

Answers will vary.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

- dnim mind mind mind mind
- dlo old old old old
- dlog gold gold gold gold
- htap path path path path
Tick the correct type of sentence.

What an amazing day we had at the zoo!
- exclamation
- statement
- command
- question

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

quiet _______________________
slow _______________________
huge _______________________
gentle _______________________

Write the opposites to these words by adding the correct prefix.

happy _______________________
kind _______________________
even _______________________
safe _______________________

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

I will _________ on the chair nearest the kitchen.
sitting sit sat

Explain who this might belong to in a sentence. Remember the apostrophe.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

ohw _______________________
neve _______________________
ynam _______________________
ssalc _______________________
Tick the correct type of sentence.
What an amazing day we had at the zoo!
✓ exclamation
☐ statement
☐ command
☐ question

Write the opposites to these words by adding the correct prefix.

happy unhappy
kind unkind
even uneven
safe unsafe

Explain who this might belong to in a sentence. Remember the apostrophe.

Answers will vary.

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

quiet quietly
slow slowly
huge hugely
gentle gently

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

I will __________ on the chair nearest the kitchen.
sitting sit sat

I will sit on the chair nearest the kitchen.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

ohw who who who who
neve even even even even
ynam many many many many
ssalc class class class class
ruoh hour hour hour hour
Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat

a. Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.
   and or

Choose one ____________ I'll choose it for you.

b. Use two of these words to make one new compound word.
   man door super


c. What type of word is ‘dark’ in this sentence? Circle one.
   The room was dark.
   adjective
   noun


d. Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?


e. Find the hidden words in this mini word search.
   poor r g j p n a
   most u b m o s t
   cold h a l o q s
   fast M y n r d a
   Mr r p s y s f
   any o c o l d M

f. Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.
   a dog
   brown
   furry

   ____________________________
Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat Answers

Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

and or

Choose one or I'll choose it for you.

What type of word is ‘dark’ in this sentence? Circle one.

The room was dark.

adjective noun

Find the hidden words in this mini word search.

poor r g j p n a
most u b m o s t
cold h a l o q s
fast m y n r d a
Mr r p s y s f
any o e o l d M

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

once

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

man door super
superman
doorman

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

a dog brown furry
a brown, furry dog OR a furry, brown dog within a full sentence with a capital letter and full stop.
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

and or but

Choose one __________ I’ll choose it for you.

What type of word is ‘dark’ in this sentence? Circle one.

The room was dark.

adjective

noun

verb

Find the hidden words.

steak type r q o

old h s t e a k l

pretty u a o y n l d

sure l b l e n o

half y t t e r p r

eye c n v m e e e

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Use these words to make two new compound words.

man end door

week super

Use these noun phrases and adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

a dog brown furry

that girl little pretty
**Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat Answers**

**a**
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

and or but

Choose one or I’ll choose it for you.

**b**
Use these words to make two new compound words.

man end door week super superman weekend doorman

**c**
What type of word is ‘dark’ in this sentence? Circle one.

The room was dark.

adjective noun verb

**d**
Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

great

**e**
Find the hidden words.

steak t y p e r q o

old h s t e a k

pretty l b t e n o

sure x y c f u r u

half y t t e p r

eye c n v m e e

**f**
Use these noun phrases and adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

a dog brown furry

that girl little pretty

a brown, furry dog OR a furry, brown dog AND that pretty little girl OR that little pretty girl within a full sentence with a capital letter and full stop.
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

and   or   but

Choose one colour __________ I’ll have to choose it for you.

What type of word is ‘dark’ in this sentence? Circle one.

adjective  verb

The room was dark.

adverb  noun

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Use these words to make two new
compound words.

man  board  door
white  end  week  super

Find the hidden words.

move  x r v o u s e m
busy  p p M n s e v s
Mrs  h o p o t y r s
many  l n r p o y r
pass  o g M e o l b M
everybody  c d y s u b o d

dev many b

Use these noun phrases and add your own adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

a dog
that girl
Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat Answers

a. Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.
   and or but

Choose one colour or I’ll have to choose it for you.

b. Use these words to make two new compound words.
   man board door
   white end week super
   superman weekend whiteboard doorman

What type of word is ‘dark’ in this sentence? Circle one.
   adjective verb
   adverb noun

The room was dark.

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?
   father

Find the hidden words.
   move xrvousem
   busy ppmnsevs
   Mrs hopotyrs
   many lnvrpor
   pass ogmeolbM
   everybody xmlowilds
devmanb

e. Use these noun phrases and add your own adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.
   a dog
   that girl

Answers will vary
Tick the correct type of sentence.
How far are we driving?
☐ statement
☐ question

Match these words to their opposites:
well - unfair
fair - undo
do - unwell

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.
rapid ____________________
merry ____________________

Finish this sentence and use a comma.
At the shop I bought ____________

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.
She ________ him on the swing.
pushing push pushed

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.
rM ____________________
htob ____________________
dnik ____________________
Tick the correct type of sentence.

How far are we driving?

☐ statement
☑ question

Match these words to their opposites:

well  unfair
fair  undo
do  unwell

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

rapid  rapidly
merry  merrily

Finish this sentence and use a comma.

At the shop I bought

Answers will vary

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

She __________ him on the swing.

pushing  push  pushed

She pushed him on the swing.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

rM  Mr  Mr  Mr  Mr
htob  both  both  both  both
dnik  kind  kind  kind  kind
Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.
well ____________________
fair ____________________
do ____________________

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.
rapid ____________________
merry ____________________
hopeless ____________________

Write a sentence about what you bought at the shop, using two commas.
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.
dloh ____________________
ylno ____________________
dliw ____________________
tsal ____________________

Tick the correct type of sentence.
How far are we driving today, Rebecca?
☐ statement
☐ question
☐ command

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.
She _______ him on the swing for an hour.
pushing push pushed
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
Tick the correct type of sentence.
How far are we driving today, Rebecca?

☐ statement
☑ question
☐ command

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.
well unwell
fair unfair
do undo

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.
rapid rapidly
merry merrily
hopeless hopelessly

Write a sentence about what you bought at the shop, using two commas.
Answers will vary

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.
She ________ him on the swing for an hour.
pushing push pushed
She pushed him on the swing for an hour.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.
dloh hold hold hold hold
glno only only only only
dliw wild wild wild wild
tsal last last last last
Tick the correct type of sentence.

How far are we driving today, Rebecca?

☐ exclamation
☐ statement
☐ command
☐ question

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

well __________________________
fair __________________________
do __________________________
wrap __________________________

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

For nearly a whole hour, she ______ him on the swing.

pushing push pushed

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

rapid __________________________
merry __________________________
hopeless __________________________
tidy __________________________

Write a sentence with three commas.

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

ragus __________________________
elohw __________________________
rluohs __________________________
ssarg __________________________
erus __________________________
Tick the correct type of sentence.
How far are we driving today, Rebecca?
- exclamation
- statement
- command
- question

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix 'un'.
- well unwell
- fair unfair
- do undo
- wrap unwrap

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.
- rapid rapidly
- merry merrily
- hopeless hopelessly
- tidy tidily

Write a sentence with three commas.
Answers will vary

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.
For nearly a whole hour, she _____ him on the swing.
pushing push pushed

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.
- ragus sugar sugar sugar sugar
- elohw whole whole whole whole
- dluohs should should should should
- ssarg grass grass grass grass
- erus sure sure sure sure
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or but

You can go __________ don't be long.

What type of word is 'quickly' in this sentence? Circle one.

He walked quickly.
verb
adverb

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

table mat door

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

the beetle
black teeny

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Find the hidden words in this mini word search.

even floor hold past only bath

f l o o r d e p i s h b v a e q o a e s n n l t n t l t d h s y l o j
What type of word is ‘quickly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

He walked quickly.

verb

adverb

Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or

but

You can go but don’t be long.

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

table  mat  door

doormat

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

here

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

the beetle

black  teeny

the black, teeny beetle OR the teeny, black beetle within a full sentence with a capital letter and full stop.

Find the hidden words in this mini word search.

even

floor

hold

past

only

bath

syloj

depish

eqo

nttd

deesnn
a) Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or  but  and

You can go outside, __________ don’t be long.

b) What type of word is ‘quickly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

verb
adverb
adjective

He walked across the road quickly.

c) Use these words to make two new compound words.

table  van  mat

door  camper

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

---

d) Find the hidden words.
even  w f s s r q m
floor  h l e v e n l
hold  b o o h n l d
past  a o n d o n l
only  t r l h w l a
bath  c c p a s t t
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or       but       and

You can go outside, **but** don’t be long.

Use these words to make two new compound words.

- table  van  mat
- door  camper

**doormat**

**campervan**

What type of word is ‘quickly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

He walked across the road **quickly**.

verb

adverb

adjective

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

**after**

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

**the black, teeny beetle** OR **the teeny, black beetle** AND **those massive, old trees** OR **those old, massive trees**

Find the hidden words.

- even
- floor
- hold
- past
- only
- bath

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>even</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>floor</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hold</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bath</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or       but       and

You can go outside, ____________ you have to finish your maths first.

What type of word is ‘quickly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

He walked quickly across the road.

verb
noun
adverb
adjective

Use these words to make three new compound words.

table        van        mat        door


toe        camper        top

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Find the hidden words.

badge        fudge        village        giraffe        jacket        adjust

ovjacketehihacques
bllnfldu
aluralj
dadhkrtd
ggmeckpa
eeffarig
bejuxyif
ytceefg
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or but and

You can go outside, but you have to finish your maths first.

Use these words to make three new compound words.

table van mat door
toe camper top
doormat

campervan
tabletop

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

children

What type of word is ‘quickly’ in this sentence? Circle one.

He walked quickly across the road.

verb

noun

adverb

adjective

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

the beetle

those trees

Answers will vary

Find the hidden words.

badge

fudge

giraffe

jacket

adjust
Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

[ ] command
[ ] statement

Match these words to their opposites:

load  unlock

tidy  unload

lock  untidy

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

harsh ______________________________

quick ______________________________

Change one of these word pairs to the contraction.

Complete this sentence using it.

he is  will not  it is

____________ Sunday tomorrow.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

dloc ______________________________

dnim ______________________________

srM ______________________________

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy is ___________ TV with her brothers.

watching  watch  watched
Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

☑ command
☐ statement

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

harsh harshly
quick quickly

Match these words to their opposites:

load unlock
tidy unload
lock untidy

Change one of these word pairs to the contraction.

Complete this sentence using it.

he is will not it is

It’s Sunday tomorrow.

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy is _________ TV with her brothers.

watching watch watched

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

dloc cold cold cold cold
dnim mind mind mind mind
srM Mrs Mrs Mrs Mrs
Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

☐ exclamation
☐ command
☐ statement

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

lock _____________________
tidy _____________________
load _____________________

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

harsh _____________________
quick _____________________
excited _____________________

Complete this sentence using one contraction word with an apostrophe in place of a missing letter.

_________ Sunday tomorrow.

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy is ________ TV with her brothers, David and Kaleb.

watching  watch  watched

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

roolf _____________________
tsap _____________________
yna _____________________
dlot _____________________
Tick the correct type of sentence.

- Be quiet, Peter! (command)

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

- lock unlock
- tidy untidy
- load unload

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

- harsh harshly
- quick quickly
- excited excitedly

Complete this sentence using one contraction word with an apostrophe in place of a missing letter.

- It’s Sunday tomorrow.

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

- Lucy is _________ TV with her brothers, David and Kaleb.
  - watch

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

- roolf floor floor floor floor
- tsap past past past past
- yna any any any any
- dlot told told told told
Tick the correct type of sentence.
Be quiet, Peter!

☐ exclamation
☐ statement
☐ command
☐ question

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

lock ______________________
tidy ______________________
load ______________________
predictable ______________________

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

harsh ______________________
quick ______________________
excited ______________________
snappy ______________________

Write a sentence including at least one contraction word, with an apostrophe in place of a missing letter.

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy and her brothers, David and Kaleb are ________ TV.

watching     watch     watched

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

htab ______________________
evom ______________________
ysub ______________________
retaw ______________________
sehtolc ______________________
Tick the correct type of sentence.

Be quiet, Peter!

☐ exclamation
☐ statement
✓ command
☐ question

Write the opposites to these words by adding the prefix ‘un’.

lock unlock

tidy untidy

load unload

predictable unpredictable

Change these adjectives into adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

harsh harshly
quick quickly
excited excitedly
snappy snappily

Re-write this sentence with the correct tense of the missing word.

Lucy and her brothers, David and Kaleb are __________ TV.

watching watch watched

Lucy and her brothers, David and Kaleb are watching TV.

Write a sentence including at least one contraction word, with an apostrophe in place of a missing letter.

Answers will vary

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt these common exception words backwards! Write them correctly four times to help him.

htab bath bath bath bath

evom move move move move

ysub busy busy busy busy

retaw water water water water

sehtolc clothes clothes clothes clothes clothes

Lucy and her brothers, David and Kaleb are watching TV.
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

and but

Jamil is over there ____________ he’s waving.

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

our house
big dusty

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

Find the hidden words in this mini word search.

path
pass
child
every
great

lap chair top
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

and but

Jamil is over there and he’s waving.

What type of word is ‘car’ in this sentence? Circle one.

Emma drove her car slowly.

adjective

noun

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

our house

big dusty

our big, dusty house OR our dusty, big house within a full sentence with a capital letter and full stop.

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

your

Find the hidden words in this mini word search.

path

pass

child

every

great

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

lap chair top

laptop
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or and but

Jamil is over there ___________ he’s waving.

What type of word is ‘car’ in this sentence? Circle one.

adjective
noun
verb

Emma drove her car slowly.

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Use these noun phrases and adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

our house big dusty
the lights pretty sparkly

Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or and but

Our house is big and dusty.

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Use these words to make two new compound words.
lap chair shade
lamp top

Find the hidden words.
climb grass behind again could father

Use these words to make two new compound words.
lap chair shade
lamp top
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or and but

Jamil is over there and he's waving.

What type of word is ‘car’ in this sentence? Circle one.

Emma drove her car slowly.

adjective

noun

verb

Use these noun phrases and adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

our big, dusty house OR our dusty, big house AND the pretty, sparkly lights OR the sparkly, pretty lights within a full sentence with a capital letter and full stop.

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

money

Find the hidden words.

climb
grass
behind
again
could
father

Use these words to make two new compound words.

lap chair shade

lamp top

laptop

lampshade
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or and but

Look, Jamil is over there ____________ he’s waving at you.

What type of word is ‘car’ in this sentence? Circle one.

Emma drove her car slowly over the bumps.

adjective  adverb
noun  verb

Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Find the hidden words.

Use these words to make three new compound words.

or and but

c  y  s  s  r  q  g  a

c  i  d  l  o  r  g  a

f i t m a n n k

u a l w r n w o

k n o w i n g

k n o c
d n i h e b n k
g t a n g b k e
g a i t m a n d

f a n c y d

our house
the lights

lap  chair  shade  lamp
fold  top  blind

f a l p e  p
**Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat Answers**

**a**
Add the correct conjunction to this sentence.

or and but

Look, Jamil is over there and he's waving at you.

**b**
Use these noun phrases and add your own adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

our house
the lights

Answers will vary

**c**
What type of word is 'car' in this sentence? Circle one.

Emma drove her car slowly over the bumps.

adjective
noun

adverb
verb

**d**
Which common exception word, that you might remember from year 1, has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Christmas

**e**
Find the hidden words.

fancy
city
knocked
knowing
gnat
gnawing

Answers will vary

**f**
Use these words to make three new compound words.

lap chair shade lamp
fold top blind
laptop
lampshade
blindfold